
SUBMISSION FROM THE FEDERATION OF SMALL BUSINESSES 

Introduction 
1. The FSB is Scotland’s largest direct-member business organisation, representing 

around 20,000 members in every area and every sector of the economy.  The 
FSB campaigns for an economic and social environment which allows small 
businesses to grow and prosper.   
 

2. Small businesses (those with fewer than 50 employees) in Scotland number 
290,845 and make up 98% of all enterprises, providing 42% of private sector 
employment1. 
 

3. As the only major business organisation which exclusively represents the small, 
independent business community, we welcome the opportunity to submit written 
evidence to the Local Government and Communities Committee on the above 
regulations. 
 

Proportionality 
4. According to the FSB 2009 Annual Member Survey2, around 53% of our 

members do not pay any Non-Domestic Rates.  This is chiefly because they 
receive 100% relief under the Small Business Bonus (SBB) or do not have 
business premises. 
 

5. However, of those who do pay rates, nearly half see it as a major barrier to the 
success of their business.  This suggests that, despite the progress made with 
the SBB, rates are still a disproportionately higher burden for the smallest rates-
paying businesses. 
 

6. Contrast this with the 225 large retail properties which are likely to be liable for 
the proposed business rates supplement who, according to Scottish Government 
calculations, have Non-Domestic Rates bills which account on average for only 
around two per cent of their turnover.3     
 

7. The FSB has therefore welcomed the principle of a stepped retail poundage 
supplement for the largest retailers with a rateable value exceeding £750,000 as 
a move towards the introduction of a more progressive, proportionate system of 
business taxation in Scotland. 
 

8. At a time when rising overheads are further squeezing margins in local small 
businesses, when cash-flow is tight and financial reserves depleted, it is now 
more important than ever that the playing field is levelled wherever possible. 
 

Precedent 
9. The large business supplement (currently a 0.7p increase on the poundage on 

properties with a rateable value in excess of £35,000), has already introduced an 

                                                           

1 Scottish Corporate Sector Statistics 2010  
2 FSB-ICM ‘Voice of Small Business’ Annual Survey Report of Key Findings from Members in Scotland 
3 Scottish Parliament Business Research Briefing SB10-93  

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Business/Corporate
http://www.fsb.org.uk/policy/rpu/scotland/assets/publi_survey_fsbicmscotland_2009.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/research/briefings-10/SB10-93.pdf


element of redistribution into the system, part funding, as it does, the SBB for the 
business premises with the lowest rateable values. 
 

10. This has not, as far as we are aware, given rise to major problems with the 
operation of the Non-Domestic Rates system. 
 

High Street Impact 
11. We note that the proposal has been criticised on the basis that it will not simply 

apply to the largest out-of-town retailers at whom it was aimed, but will extend to 
some larger high street retailers. 
 

12. We are always wary of the unintended consequences of any legislative moves, 
but it is difficult for us to comment in detail as we are unable to obtain the 
definitive list which properties will and will not be subject to the poundage 
supplement. 
 

13. That said, publicly quoted figures suggest that around 86% of the revenue 
expected to be generated through the supplement will come from the big four 
supermarkets.4 
 

The future 
14. We appreciate that there are many pressing calls on the public finances at 

present.  However, the FSB has argued that it would be in Scotland’s long-term 
economic interests to use any additional funds raised under this levy specifically 
for town centre redevelopment and local infrastructure improvements. 
 

15. As regards the wider debate on Non-Domestic Rates, the FSB acknowledges 
that this move is another step along the road to a fairer system.  It is not, of 
course, in itself the complete answer and we believe there is scope to look at the 
question of proportionality in the round. 
 

16. For an exploration of some of the wider issues around how the system operates 
and how it could be improved, see our September 2010 discussion paper on the 
2010 Revaluation5. 

 
 
Federation of Small Businesses 

18 January 2011 

 

                                                           

4 “Supermarkets see red over ‘supermarket tax’”, The Times, 11 January 2011.  This contains figures which state that Tesco 

would pay £9m, Asda £8.8m, Morrisons £4.4m and Sainsbury's £3.5m.   A total bill of £25.7m, from a total bill of £30 

million pounds – 85.6% of the total. 

5 FSB Discussion Paper:  Non Domestic Rates – Revaluation 2010 

http://www.fsb.org.uk/policy/rpu/scotland/assets/fsb%20nom%20dom%20paper%20-%20final.pdf

